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Andromeda
By Robert Shapiro

Light Technology Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Perfect Paperback. 459 pages.
Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.Time-Traveling Eighth-Dimensional Andromedans Visit Earth They
Share Advanced Science with a Mexican Professor, a Physicist. They Share Details of Their
Interaction with a Devastating Nuclear Explosion Involving Two Countries on Earth. The Physicist Is
Later Committed to a Mental Institution and Then Disappears Forever. His Journals Also Disappear.
Now the Andromedans who originally contacted the Professor speak through Super channel Robert
Shapiro and again give instructions that will allow trained scientists to construct a shield around
existing Earth planes so that Earth astronauts can fly to Mars or to the stars. The Andromedans also
tell what really happened on their journeys and on Earth, and they clear up questions one would
have after reading the English or Spanish version of the previous book the text of which follows the
channeling in this book. In addition, they supply a lively account of their lives on their home planet
in the Andromedan constellation of our galaxy. The eight-foot-tall, highly mental crew members of
the ship who speak: Leia, the beautiful Cultural Specialist and Social Diplomat who so intrigued the
Professor Cheswa, the Cultural Liason G-dansa, Leias...
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Reviews
Completely essential read through publication. It normally does not expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Mor r is Cr uicksha nk
This pdf will never be straightforward to get going on studying but quite enjoyable to read through. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a
really worth studying. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Ada h Sa wa yn
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